**Effect of BMI and gender on stress and anxiety - A physiological insight**
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Abstract

**Introduction:** There are various stressors that a student will encounter during their initial college days and our focus is to assess if gender and BMI have any effect on the stress and anxiety experienced by students.

**Materials and Methods:** The questionnaire based study was conducted in a private medical college. 172 students doing their paramedical course participated in the study. Anxiety and stress were assessed using Generalised Anxiety Disorder (GAD-7) and Cohens stress scale. BMI was calculated using anthropometric data.

**Results:** The prevalence of low, moderate and high stress among students was 15.7%, 34.3% and 50.0% respectively. Similarly 29.1% students showed mild anxiety, 36% and 34.9% had moderate and severe anxiety. 57% females showed high stress. Anxiety values was similar among both genders. There was no association between stress and BMI. But underweight students showed more anxiety than others.

**Discussion:** Study shows a wide prevalence of stress and anxiety among students. BMI also acts as a contributing factor for stress. Priority must be given for psychosocial well being of students as it reflects in their academic excellence and social behavior.
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Introduction

Stress and anxiety are two major determinants of success and performance in students who have just entered professional institution. For a fresher entering college hectic schedule due to change in timings, academic workload and demands of the new atmosphere acts as a stressor. Actual stress occurs due to interaction between stressor and the individual perception to that stress.1 Problems arise when demands on an individual exceeds the persons capacity to handle it.2 There is a wide belief that clinical depression, cardiovascular diseases and cancer are aggravated by stress and prolonged stress can lead to dementia and other toxic states. Prevalence of stress varies with gender3 as academic pressures acts as a predominant stressor among female students. Along with gender even age of the student can alter the prevalence of stress as students who are older handle pressurized situations better. Lack of support creates a psychological stress and this can cause profound changes on BMI either due to over eating or starvation. With literature revealing wide prevalence of stress and anxiety which gets aggravated by age, gender and BMI we aim to assess the influence of these factors on stress and anxiety among first year college students.

**Objectives**

1. To assess the prevalence of stress and anxiety among paramedical students.
2. To measure BMI of the students and relate stress and anxiety with BMI, age and gender.

**Materials and Methods**

After obtaining Institutional Ethical committee approval the study was explained and volunteers were selected as study participants. Informed consent was obtained. Complete family history was recorded. Students in age group 17–21 years were included in the study. Students who were already under medications were excluded. The self administered questionnaires for stress, Cohen’s stress scale (Cohen 2007) and Generalised Anxiety disorder-GAD-7 were distributed.5 The Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) of Sheldon Cohen, the most widely used psychological instrument for measuring the perception of stress is a measure of the degree to which situations in one's life are appraised to be stressful. The scale included ten questions on the students' behavior on handling unexpected situations, situations which made them highly irritable and situations that made them feel positive and confident. Items were designed to find how unpredictable, uncontrollable, and overloaded respondents find their lives. The scale also includes a number of direct queries about current levels of experienced stress. The questions in the PSS ask about feelings and thoughts during the last month. Each item is rated on a 5-point scale ranging from never to almost always.4 Positively worded items are reverse scored, and the ratings are summed, with higher scores indicating more perceived stress. Scores around 13 are considered average and 20 or higher are considered high stress. Anxiety questionnaire had seven questions regarding situations when they had trouble relaxing or when they were worrying too much or feeling annoyed or feeling...
something awful might happen. Students were asked to mark scores on the frequency of experiencing these symptoms. Details regarding age, gender, medical history was recorded from students. Anthropometric details such as body weight and height was recorded.

**Body Weight:** A digital weighing scale was used to measure body weight with an accuracy of + 100 g. Subjects were weighed without their shoes. **Height:** Standing body height was measured without shoes to the nearest 0.5 cm with the use of height stand with shoulders in relaxed position and arms hanging freely. **Body Mass Index:** BMI was calculated as body weight in kilograms divided by square of body height in meters. Those subjects with BMI >25 were categorized as obese and those with BMI <25 as nonobese.

### Results

The data was entered and analysed by using SPSS software. Chi square test was used to compare proportions for the groups. Mean age of the students was 19 ± 2 years. Our results show a wide prevalence of stress and anxiety among first year students (Fig. 1) and it was found that while 15.7% students show low prevalence of stress, 34.3% and 50% exhibited mild and severe forms of stress. Mean perceived stress observed was 20.47±6.04. Similarly prevalence of anxiety (Fig. 2) was found to be 29.1%, 36% and 34.9% in mild, moderate and severe forms respectively. Anxiety disorder grading showed a mean of 9.16± 4.69. Pearson’s coefficient of Correlation between gender and stress showed significance (p <0.012). It was found that females experienced high stress (53.2%) when compared to males (36%). But males showed a higher level of mild and moderate stress. 48.8% males and 33% females showed moderate stress. On analysis of correlation between gender and anxiety, (Fig 3 & 4) 33.7% males showed mild anxiety, 30.2% moderate and 36% severe anxiety. In females 22.3% had mild 39.9% moderate and 37.8% severe anxiety. On analysis of stress and anxiety with BMI, (Fig 5 & 6) it was found that all participants experience some form of stress with obese showing more stress when compared to underweight. Anxiety levels were higher in underweight when compared with normal. Correlation of age with stress and anxiety showed no significance (p > 0.05), as wide prevalence of stress and anxiety was seen among all age groups.

![Fig. 1: Prevalence of stress](image1)
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Fig. 5: Association of stress with BMI

Fig. 6: Association of anxiety with BMI

Discussion

Students of this generation are exposed to more stressors and need guidance to overcome them. Stress can be either related to academics, social factors or new environment.\textsuperscript{7} 73\% of first year students had stress and it has been found that students who are more academically oriented faced greater stress. Previous studies also have shown that students face increased stress level in first year than in subsequent years of education.\textsuperscript{8,9} Financial stress of the family adds up to the stress of some students which reflects in their social behavior.\textsuperscript{10} Age of the student in a peer group acts a deciding factor in few conditions as older student find it easier to get solutions for issues in a logical manner. Our study results indicated no association between age and stress as stress was prevalent among all age groups, even though there have been studies that show that older students usually handle stress better. Increased stress in younger age group may be due to new responsibilities, increased work load, new culture and alternate ways of thinking. Academic stress has been a subject of research for a long time and can be due new syllabus, lack of understanding of concepts and inefficient time management skills.\textsuperscript{11} Women in general have been regarded to experience more stress and anxiety. Stress varied with gender and increases with education.\textsuperscript{12,13} Males have shown to cope up with stress and anxiety much better than girls due to their involvement in leisure activities.\textsuperscript{3} Similar pattern was observed in our study with significant relation between stress and females. Another very important contributing factor for stress and anxiety is being either obese or underweight. Even though our study did not reveal any significant association between stress and BMI, Canadian studies have shown that job stress has a positive relation with BMI as stress can induce students either to overeat or can cause suppression of hunger. Stress can cause an increase in cortisol secretion which is associated with weight gain\textsuperscript{14} and lack of strategies to cope up with stress is also associated with increased stress.\textsuperscript{15} Only one study suggested an inverse association between a coping strategy (i.e., confrontive coping) and BMI in 180 women.\textsuperscript{16} Knowing the actual cause of stress will help create stress management systems in the college which will do lot of good for the students. Stress relieving practices like yoga, meditation and spirituality will help reduce the levels of anxiety, stress and depression.\textsuperscript{17} Parental support and guidance plays a very important role in adolescent age. Periodic interaction of students with faculty members will help
the faculty to understand each student and will help to improve the academic performance and reduce stress level of student to a great extent.
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